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1.  Introduction 
 
1.1 The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of Internal Audit work completed in the second quarter of 2022-23, in 

respect of the Internal Audit Plan 2022-23.   
 
1.2 The report is prepared for the Audit and Governance Committee to facilitate the discharge of obligations as defined in its 

Terms of Reference to highlight the outcomes of Internal Audit work as a source of assurance on the effectiveness of the 
organisation‟s governance, risk, and internal control environment.   

 
1.3 Internal Audit is defined as: “an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and improve 

an organisation‟s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach 
to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and governance processes” (Public Sector Internal 
Audit Standards 2017). 

 
1.4 The mission of Internal Audit is: “to enhance and protect organisational value by providing risk-based and objective 

assurance, advice and insight”. 
 
1.5 This report includes: 
 

 A summary of Internal Audit Plan 2022-23 delivery for the period; 

 Details of work undertaken, recommendations made, and key items of note; 

 Update on the implementation of recommendations made previously; 

 A summary of the work undertaken in respect of fraud, bribery and corruption; 

 An update on internal audit performance with reference to the key performance indicators detailed in the Quality 
Assurance and Improvement Programme (QAIP); and 

 An update on the service‟s compliance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS).  
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2.  Summary of Internal Audit Plan Delivery 
 
2.1 Audits Completed  

  
2.1.1 In the period since the last Internal Audit Update, four audits were completed, and one briefing note was issued. These are 

shown in Table 1: 
  

Audit Title Organisational Risk 
Opinion 

Entity 

Combined 
Authority  

 

Merseytravel 

Grant Auditing Arrangements at Local Authorities Minor Y  

IT Cyber Security Response (NIST) Minor Y  

Application Control - Customer Delivery - Docustore Minor  Y 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, Hospitality and 
Declarations of Interest 

Moderate Y  

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator Framework N/A  
(Briefing Note) 

Y  

                                                            Table 1 

 
2.1.2 Appendix A gives a detailed breakdown of the Internal Audit Plan 2022-23, showing the status of each item of audit work that 

was contained within the Plan approved by the Committee at its meeting on 30 March 2022 and Merseytravel at its meeting 
on 19 April 2022.  
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3.  Core Audit 
 
3.1 Background 
  
3.1.1 The “core audit” element of the Internal Audit Plan 2022-23 relates to areas of audit work that are either statutory 

requirements or requirements of government or are areas of key risk.  Coverage of these areas is considered essential to 
delivering a comprehensive assurance on the effectiveness of internal control, governance, and risk management.   

 
3.2 Work Completed 
 
3.2.1 Three audits were completed in the period: 
 

 Merseytravel: 

 Application Control – Customer Delivery - Docustore  
 

 Combined Authority (including Corporate) 

 Grant Auditing Arrangements at Local Authorities  

 IT Cyber Security Response (NIST) 
 
3.3 Organisational Risk Opinion  

3.3.1 All three of the core audits received an organisational risk opinion of “Minor”, which means that a satisfactory level of 
assurance on the effectiveness of the internal controls reviewed can be derived, and that the risk presented to the 
organisation by the recommendations made is at a low level.  

 
3.4 Work in Progress 
 
3.4.1 The following items of work are in progress: 
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 Combined Authority (including Corporate): 

 IT Back Up Management; 

 Application Control - Homelessness - In-Form; 

 Treasury Management; 

 VAT; 

 Environment, Energy and Net Zero; 

 Performance Management - Data Quality; and  

 City Region Sustainable Transport Settlement (CRSTS). 
 
3.5 Recommendations of Note  
 
3.5.1 The core audits finalised within the period identified three recommendations classed as “high priority”. These are shown in 

Table 2: 

Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

Application Control – Customer 
Delivery - Docustore 

Once a customer account is closed, Direct Debit mandates 
should be retained for an appropriate period and then deleted 
from Docustore when that period expires. This will require 
software development. 
 

Options around logic / purging will be 
explored with any future software 
development. 

Grant Auditing Arrangements at 
Local Authorities  

Evidence must be retained, and made available to the Combined 
Authority upon request, to provide assurance that a robust 
procedure for the review of compliance of grant funding with the 
grant funding agreement and relevant government guidance is in 
place. 
 

Reports were issued to each Local 
Authority in the LCR and where this 
recommendation has been made, 
action is to be taken to address this.  In 
addition, a session is to be held on 
grant auditing, so as to promote good 
practice. 

IT Cyber Security Response (NIST) The Cyber Security Incident Response Plan (CSIRP) should be 
compiled as soon as practicable and incorporate relevant 
information already available, as described. 
When compiling the CSIRP, IT should ensure that it aligns with 
the existing security protocols and plans including the 
Information Security Management Protocol and the MRF Cyber 
Resilience Plan.  

An updated response plan has been 
prepared and will be validated by ELT 
by end of September.  Following this, 
the plan will be socialized and tested. 
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Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

The plan should also factor in the arrangements for calling on 
the services of ECSC in the event of a cyberattack.  
 

                                                          Table 2 

 
3.5.2 Improvement in those areas highlighted for attention will be monitored by Internal Audit as part of the follow up process and 

reported to the Executive Leadership Team for oversight.  
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4.  Responsive Audit 
 
4.1 Background 
  
4.1.1 The “responsive audit” element of the Internal Audit Plan 2022-23 relates to work to be conducted in response to identified 

areas of significant risk to the organisation. So as to ensure that Internal Audit work is relevant and risk-based, meaning that 
this element of the Plan is not prescribed in advance, but is developed as the result of ongoing consultation and engagement 
with senior management so as to ensure it adds the value that is required and provides assurance on the key areas of risk. 

 
4.2 Work Completed 
 
4.2.1 Two audits were completed in the period: 

 

 Combined Authority (including Corporate) 

 Corporate Governance - Gifts, Hospitality and Declarations of Interest 

 Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator Framework (briefing note issued) 
 
4.3 Organisational Risk Opinion  

4.3.1 The audit of Gifts, Hospitality and Declarations of Interest received an organisational risk opinion of “moderate”, and this 
indicates that the audit identified weaknesses that present a moderate risk to the organisation, and that the risks identified 
should be considered for inclusion within service risk registers (if these have not already been included). The other piece of 
audit work, on the Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator Framework was presented as a Briefing Note and did not provide an 
audit opinion. The findings from this work will be reflected within the ongoing work on Data Quality, for which an opinion will 
be provided. 

 
4.4 Work in Progress 
 
4.4.1 Table 3 below shows the following items of work that are in progress: 
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Audit Title Entity Rationale for Completion Risk Register Linkages 

Bus Reform Merseytravel Key corporate project to provide a new model for 
the provision of bus services across the City 
Region. 
 

Corporate Risk 4 - Transport There is a risk 
that the role of transport in supporting the 
social, economic, and environmental 
objectives of the City Region is not 
maximised. 
 

Payment Card Industry 
Data Security Standard 
(PCI DSS) Compliance 
 

Combined 
Authority 

Corporate system that ensures the organisation 
operates within the law and mitigates risks of 
data security breaches and associated potential 
fines and reputational damage.  
 
 

Corporate Risk 2: Resilience 
There is a risk that the Combined Authority 
fails to develop and maintain robust 
arrangements to ensure business resilience 
and continuity. 
 

Money Laundering Combined 
Authority 

Corporate system that ensures the organisation 
operates within the law and mitigates risks of 
financial loss and associated potential fines and 
reputational damage.  
 
 

Corporate Risk 2: Resilience 
There is a risk that the Combined Authority 
fails to develop and maintain robust 
arrangements to ensure business resilience 
and continuity. 
 

Freeport Combined 
Authority 

Considered as part of the Programme, Project, 
Contract Management theme. Work concerns 
key risks relating to project and programme 
control management and delivery, in order to 
deliver schemes on time and within budget and 
to harness projected outcomes for the City 
Region. 
 

Corporate Risk 5: Economic Prosperity  
There is a risk that the Combined Authority 
does not contribute positively to economic 
prosperity within the City Region. 

Know Your Customer 
Checks 

Combined 
Authority 

Considered as part of the Supply Chain 
Management theme. Work concerns the 
increasing global risks in relation to suppliers, 
and how the organisation seeks to operate in a 
resilient manner without undue delays or 
reputational damage. 
 

Corporate Risk 2: Resilience 
There is a risk that the Combined Authority 
fails to develop and maintain robust 
arrangements to ensure business resilience 
and continuity. 
 

Housing Programmes - 
Retrofit, Sustainable 
Warmth etc. 

Combined 
Authority 

Considered as part of the Programme, Project, 
Contract Management theme.  Work concerns 
key risks relating to project and programme 

Corporate Risk 3: Environment  
There is a risk that the City Region does not 
achieve its ambition of being net zero carbon 
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Audit Title Entity Rationale for Completion Risk Register Linkages 

control management and delivery, in order to 
deliver schemes on time and within budget and 
to harness projected outcomes for the City 
Region. 
 

by 2040. 
 

Adult Education Budget Combined 
Authority 

Considered as part of the Programme, Project, 
Contract Management theme.  Work concerns 
key risks relating to project and programme 
control management and delivery, in order to 
deliver schemes on time and within budget and 
to harness projected outcomes for the City 
Region. 
 

Corporate Risk 5: Economic Prosperity  
There is a risk that the Combined Authority 
does not contribute positively to economic 
prosperity within the City Region 
 

                                                          Table 3 

4.5 Recommendations of Note  
 
4.5.1 The responsive audits finalised within the period identified twelve recommendations classed as “high priority”. These are 

shown in Table 4: 

Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

In respect of declarations of interest, the Gifts, Hospitality and 
Declarations of Interests Procedure should be amended so that 
it refers to “high risk” members of staff and cross-refers to the 
requirements of the Procurement Protocol. 
 

Procedures will be updated.  

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

All completed Declarations of Interest forms must be reviewed 
by the officer‟s line manager, and any potential conflicts 
discussed so that the actions to take to avoid the conflict 
becoming problematic are understood and implemented.  The 
Declarations of Interest form should be amended to include a 
space for signature by the line manager to show they have 
reviewed the form and will take appropriate action in respect of 
any relevant declarations. 
 

Will be updated as part of policy and 
forms review which is due before the 
end of November as part of the 
scheduled review. 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, All declarations should be reviewed by an appropriate Manager Will be updated as part of policy and 
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Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

in HR to ensure that the form is completed and has been 
endorsed by an appropriate officer. 
An escalation process should be established in cases where 
receipt of a gift/hospitality is considered inappropriate. 
 

forms review which is due before the 
end of November. 
The internal procedures within HR will 
be updated. 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

Regular reminders should be circulated to all staff to remind 
them of the need to complete the Gifts and Hospitality 
declaration, including hospitality offered by the organisation. 
 

Annual reminder to all staff at 
Christmas.  
 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

On receipt of a Gifts and Hospitality declaration, HR should 
check that it is complete and appropriate.  Returning the form to 
the employee via their Line Manager or reporting to the Chief 
Monitoring Officer if required. 
 

Will be updated as part of policy and 
forms review which is due before the 
end of November. 
The internal procedures within HR will 
be updated. 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

A method of recording consultation with the Monitoring Officer by 
Directors on matters of declaration of interest and gifts and 
hospitality should be formulated so that the rationale behind 
decision-making is evidenced. 
 

We will update the internal procedures 
within HR to detail any advice taken. 

Corporate Governance - Gifts, 
Hospitality and Declarations of 
Interest 

The Declaration of Interests register retained by HR should be 
amended so that detail of any conflict declared, and any relevant 
action taken in response, is recorded. 

Will be updated as part of policy and 
forms review which is due before the 
end of November. 
The internal procedures within HR will 
be updated. 
 

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator 
Framework 

The refreshed list of Indicators pertaining to Project/Investment 
activity will need to be agreed and approved (e.g. between 
Research and Intelligence Team and Corporate Performance 
Management Team; and by ELT/SLT) and included as part of 
the corporate Performance Management Framework.   
All relevant teams within the CA will also need to be 
communicated with, to discuss the importance of the Indicators 
and the need to engage in the process. 
Ultimately this should help to facilitate having in place a core set 
of Indicators that support and facilitate reporting against the 
Corporate Plan, but also against specific Project/Investment 

Awaiting response 
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Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

activity. 
 

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator 
Framework 

A robust system for the collection of all relevant data must be put 
in place (pertaining to both outputs and outcomes, as set out in 
the Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator Framework guidance; 
and the activities and other success measures collated as part of 
the overarching Corporate Performance Framework).  The 
system must support the ability to collect, review, share and 
report upon the data in an efficient and effective manner.  
It is acknowledged that procuring a performance information 
management IT system has been discussed for a number of 
years and the latest position in terms of having such a system 
should be determined.  A decision should then be taken to 
potentially wait until a new system is in place; or, if a new system 
is not to be procured, or will not be procured any time soon, 
steps must be taken to ensure the data/information collection 
source is robust, integrated and aligned to the requirements of 
each Indicator. 
 

Awaiting response 

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator 
Framework 

The proposed Guidance Sheet to be completed for each 
indicator, advocated as part of the Monitoring and Evaluation 
Indicator Framework, should be consistent with that pertaining to 
corporate Indicators included within the corporate Performance 
Management Framework (i.e. further helping to facilitate that it is 
all part of the same overarching framework).  Only one such 
sheet should have to be completed per Indicator.  It would 
appear feasible and appropriate to integrate the proposed 
Guidance Sheet with the PI Data Sheet produced by the 
Corporate Performance Team.  This should ensure areas such 
as the following are covered: inclusion of any applicable 
benchmarking data; how any applicable targets have been set; 
monthly/quarterly targets if applicable; tolerance levels; 
applicable RAGB status criteria;  additional detail to clarify how 
the Indicator is calculated; the need to ensure what is reported 
has been verified; a reference note when having to place 
reliance on external data and the steps taken to ensure data 

Awaiting response 
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Audit Title Recommendation Action Planned by Management 

quality, and whether the availability of such data may have an 
impact on reporting timescales; clarification in respect of the 
reporting period; and contact details in relation to contingency 
arrangements.  
 

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator 
Framework 

Data „owners‟ must be reminded, and steps must also be taken, 
to ensure the data/information is subject to robust and effective 
review and challenge prior to being reported.   
 

Awaiting response 

Monitoring and Evaluation Indicator 
Framework 

A reporting timetable, incorporating the Monitoring and 
Evaluation Framework as part of the Corporate Performance 
Framework, should be established; providing clarity as to when 
and to whom the information generated through the Framework 
will be reported, and who will be responsible for producing such 
reports.   
 

Awaiting response 

                                                          Table 4 

 
4.6 Advice, Guidance and Consultancy 

4.6.1 During the period, the service has provided advice and guidance in a number of areas: 

 Attending Delivery Boards to advise on audit and risk matters, and to contribute to Board development; 

 Continued involvement in providing advice on major projects, including bus reform, and rolling stock; 

 Contributing to the development of new schemes such as the UK Shared Prosperity Fund, by providing input on the role 

of Internal Audit in this area; and 

 Provision of feedback on the draft monitoring and evaluation framework, which is detailed in the Briefing Note referred to 

above. 
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5.  Implementation of Recommendations 
 
5.1 Background 
 
5.1.1 The implementation of recommendations is subject to ongoing monitoring and where dates of agreed action have passed 

and confirmation of implementation has not been received, Internal Audit contacts managers to establish progress, confirm 

actions completed or agree revised implementation dates, if appropriate. 

 

5.1.2 Significant work continues to be undertaken with members of the Senior Leadership Team (and Executive Leadership Team 
where necessary) to encourage completion of outstanding recommendations, particularly those that are long-standing.  This 
has generated engagement and has prompted fresh focus and action on progressing the issues, and consequently a number 
of recommendations have been closed during the period. Work continues with managers to encourage the timely 
implementation of recommendations and will pay particular attention to those outstanding from 2019-20 and 2020-21. 

 
  
5.2 Combined Authority 

 

5.2.1 Table 5 below provides a summary of progress in respect of the implementation of previous recommendations made in 

respect of Combined Authority specific systems: 
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                      Table 5 

  

5.2.2 Two recommendations remain open from reports issued prior to 2019-20 which both relate to the updating of organisational 
policies and are expected to be implemented by the end of September 2022.  

Year Department Auditable Area High Medium Completed In Progress Overdue High Overdue

Corporate Development & Delivery

2022-23 HR - Strategy & Systems Gifts, Hospitality & Declarations of Interest 7 4 0 11 0 0

2021-22 Corporate Dvelopment Ethics / Standards of Conduct 0 2 0 2 0 n/a

2021-22 HR - Learning & Development Learning & Development 2 4 0 6 0 0

2021-22 HR - Operations Payroll 0 3 3 0 0 n/a

2021-22 HR - Operations Health, Safety and Wellbeing - Corporate Review 4 9 4 9 0 0

2021-22 HR - Strategy & Systems Ethics / Standards of Conduct 0 2 0 2 0 n/a

2021-22 HR - Strategy & Systems Absence Management 0 7 2 5 1 n/a

2020-21 HR - Operations Payroll 0 5 4 1 2 n/a

2019-20 HR - Strategy & Systems Procurement Cards 1 5 5 1 1 1

2019-20 HR - Operations Recruitment and Selection 2 10 8 4 4 1

2019-20 HR - Strategy & Systems Time & Attendance 1 6 6 1 1 1

2018-19 HR - Strategy & Systems Travel, Accommodation & Expenses 0 3 2 1 1 n/a

2021-22 IT - Service Delivery IT - Asset Management 0 7 2 5 1 n/a

2020-21 IT - Service Delivery Service Desk Management 0 3 3 0 0 n/a

2019-20 IT - Service Delivery IT - Service Continuity 0 11 9 2 2 n/a

2019-20 IT - Service Delievry Patch & Vulernability Management 0 1 0 1 1 n/a

Corporate Services

2021-22 Accountancy Creditors 0 3 1 2 2 n/a

2021-22 Internal Audit Risk Management 1 2 0 3 0 0

2021-22 Legal Procurement & Prepaid Cards 0 6 5 1 1 n/a

2021-22 Legal Insurance Claims 2 0 0 2 0 0

2021-22 Procurement Procurement 0 7 0 7 0 n/a

2019-20 Procurement Commissioning 2 2 1 3 3 1

2019-20 Procurement Procurement 0 1 0 1 1 n/a

2017-18 Procurement Procurement 0 8 8 1 1 n/a

2021-22 Programme Management Office ESIF 1 3 0 4 0 0

Investment & Delivery

2021-22 Investment Future Innovation Fund - Tranche 2 1 3 0 4 0 0

2021-22 Investment SIF2 Assurance Framework 1 1 0 2 0 0

2021-22 Investment Investment Models 0 3 2 1 1 n/a

2021-22 Programme Delivery Race Equality 0 7 5 2 2 n/a

2020-21 Investment / PMO / Finance Pre Payment Assurance 0 3 0 3 3 n/a

Place

2019-20 Customer Delivery Business Continuity 5 14 16 3 2 0

2021-22 Tidal QS Procurement 0 10 8 2 2 n/a

2020-21 Policy Development Active Travel Fund 0 4 1 3 2 n/a

Policy Strategy & Government Relations

2022-23 Evidence, Research & Intelligence Monitoring & Evaluation Indicator Framework 5 1 0 6 0 0

Other

2021-22 LEP LEP Governance Annual Review 21-22 1 1 0 2 0 0

Recommendations
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5.3 Merseytravel 

 
5.3.1 Table 6 below provides a summary of progress in respect of the implementation of previous recommendations made in 

respect of Merseytravel specific systems:  
  

 
                                             Table 6 

  
5.3.2 It is pleasing to note that recommendations from reports issued prior to 2019-20 have now all been implemented.  

Year Department Auditable Area High Medium Completed In Progress Overdue High Overdue

Place

2021-22 AM - Maintenance Delivery Health, Safety & Wellbeing 3 6 0 9 1 1

2021-22 AM - Maintenance Delivery Application Control - SCADA Control 0 6 1 5 1 n/a

2021-22 AM - Technical Services Seacombe Ferry Landing Stage - Capital Project 3 4 3 4 0 0

2021-22 AM - Technical Services Service Maintenance Contracts 0 8 8 0 0 n/a

2020-21 AM - Technical Services Application Control - Paxton 2 12 14 0 0 0

2018-19 AM - Maintenance Delivery Vehicle Tracking System 1 3 4 0 0 0

2017-18 AM - Maintenance Delivery Fleet Management 3 20 23 0 0 0

2021-22 Bus - Hubs Travel Centres - Income / Stock Reconciliation 1 4 5 0 0 0

2020-21 Bus - Network Performance Bus Services - Contract Management 0 10 8 2 2 n/a

2019-20 Bus - Network Performance Bus Services - Contract Management 0 4 3 1 1 n/a

2022-23 Customer Delivery Docustore 1 5 0 6 0 0

2021-22 Customer Delivery Health Safety & Wellbeing - Operational Transport 2 4 0 6 0 0

2021-22 Customer Delivery Fast Tag & T-Flow Account Management 0 5 2 3 0 n/a

2021-22 Customer Operations (Ferries) Mersey Ferries - Ticketing and Admissions 2 4 5 1 0 0

2021-22 Customer Operations (Ferries) Application Control - Commuter Club 0 8 8 0 0 n/a

2021-22 Customer Operations (Tunnels) Tunnel Tolls Income Recording 0 2 2 0 0 n/a

2020-21 Customer Delivery Fast Tag Account Management 1 1 2 0 0 n/a

2020-21 Police Operations (Tunnels) CCTV 1 8 7 2 2 1

2019-20 Customer Delivery Catering Concession - Contract Management 0 5 4 1 1 n/a

2019-20 Customer Delivery Ancillary Income and Debt Recovery 3 2 4 1 1 0

2021-22 The Beatles Story Information Governance 1 10 1 10 0 0

2021-22 Rail - Concession Development Rail Operators - Ticket Stock Control 0 9 6 3 0 n/a

2021-22 Rolling Stock Rolling Stock - Power Supply Project 3 1 0 4 0 0

Recommendations
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6.  Fraud, Bribery and Corruption  
 
6.1 CIPFA Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption (2014) 
 
6.1.1 The CIPFA Code of Practice on Managing the Risk of Fraud and Corruption is the key guidance document for the sector on 

managing fraud risk. 
 
6.1.2 In the Counter-Fraud Update report presented to this Board at its November 2021 meeting, it was noted that a full review of 

the organisation‟s compliance with the guidance had been undertaken, and that this had resulted in a number of action 
points. Table 7 below gives an update on the progress being made to address the actions: 

 

Ref Action Responsibility Implementation 
Due Date 

Progress Update 

1 Encourage the Executive and Senior Leadership 
Teams to raise awareness of counter-fraud 
issues with their teams, including promoting 
take-up of counter-fraud training, discussion of 
fraud risks and controls and exploring 
opportunities for fraud detection and prevention. 
 

Internal Audit to 
facilitate 
 
ELT/SLT to action 

31 March 2022 Completed 
Head of Internal Audit has presented to ELT 
and SLT on this subject during 2021-22, but 
this remains an area of ongoing focus and 
activity. 

2 Risk Management Policy to be updated to make 
explicit mention of fraud risk and its treatment, 
including the escalation of significant fraud risks. 
 

Risk Manager 30 September 2022 Completed 
This has been included in the updated Risk 
Management Policy being presented to this 
meeting under the “Risk Management 
Update” agenda item. 

3 Support the development of fraud risk 
assessment by facilitating fraud risk workshops 
with areas of the business where fraud risks are 
highest and ensuring that the results of the 
workshops are used to inform Service Risk 
Registers.  
Establish regime of regular reminders to update 
fraud risks in Service Risk Registers, including 
consideration of any new/emerging 

Risk 
Manager/Audit 
Manager 

31 March 2023 In progress 
Joint audit and risk workshops are being 
planned to explore fraud risk and ensure this 
is adequately reflected within Service Risk 
Registers.  Work in this area has stalled due 
to other pressures on the service but the 
sessions are being planned and will be taking 
place in Q3, with an expected completion date 
of the end of the financial year.   
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Ref Action Responsibility Implementation 
Due Date 

Progress Update 

fraud/corruption risks. 
Consider the use of fraud loss estimates to 
inform the risk assessment. 

4 Utilising the data gathered from the fraud risk 
assessment, compile and implement a Counter- 
Fraud Strategy for the organisation.  Once 
compiled, the effectiveness of the Strategy 
should be evaluated and reported, including 
within the Annual Governance Statement. 

Head of Internal 
Audit with input 
from ELT/SLT 

30 September 2022 In progress 
Draft Strategy has been compiled and is to be 
finalised in 2022-23.  This will be presented to 
the November Audit and Governance 
Committee. 

5 As well as providing internal communications on 
fraud awareness (particularly during International 
Fraud Awareness Week), consideration should 
be given to providing fraud awareness and 
prevention/detection messaging to external 
customer and other stakeholders. 

Head of Internal 
Audit with input 
from ELT/SLT 

30 September 2022 In progress 
Planning for International Fraud Awareness 
Week 2022 is underway, incorporating the 
possibility of external communications on 
fraud awareness and the prevention and 
detection of fraud. 

6 Monitor the take-up levels of the Fraud 
Awareness e-learning and follow up to 
completion with Executive and Senior 
Leadership Teams as necessary. 

Head of Internal 
Audit 

31 March 2022 In progress 
There has been a continued corporate push 
on levels of mandatory training completion 
and the completion level for the Fraud 
Awareness e-learning now sits at 72%.  
Attention continues to be paid to promoting 
the training. 

7 Monitor the quality and completeness of how 
fraud risks are dealt with in Committee reports 
and provide input to report authors to support the 
written guidance. 

Risk Manager Ongoing Completed 
There is an established process of the Risk 
Manager reviewing all Committee reports and 
there continues to be a particular emphasis 
on fraud, bribery and corruption risks going 
forward.  

                                           Table 7 
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6.2 Proactive Counter Fraud Work 
 

6.2.1 The Internal Audit Plan 2022-23 includes 30 days for proactive counter-fraud work across both Merseytravel and the 
Combined Authority. It is also of note that key anti-fraud controls are also evaluated as part of a significant number of other 
audits within the Plan such as Creditors, Payroll and Gifts, Hospitality and Declarations of Interest.   

 
6.2.2 The Plan includes the following areas of focus shown in Table 8:  
 

Audit Title Days Allocated Progress 

Recruitment and Selection 15 Not commenced 

Rail Operators - Stock Control 15 Not commenced 
Table 8 

 
6.3 Fraud Risks 

 
6.3.1 Members of the Senior Leadership Team have been reminded to review the fraud risks contained within their Service Risk 

Registers.  This is with the objective of updating of reflecting new and emerging fraud risks, and to ensure that they have 
acknowledged such risks in their planning and development of internal controls.   

  
6.4 National Fraud Initiative (NFI) 
 
6.4.1 The organisation will be participating in the National Fraud Initiative 2022 co-ordinated by the Cabinet Office. Data from the 

Payroll, Creditors and concessionary travel systems will be uploaded to the dedicated Cabinet Office website in October and 
will be matched with data within and between participating bodies so as to identify potential frauds, overpayments, and 
errors. On receipt of the results, the organisation has responsibility to follow up and investigate the matches. The results of 
these matches are fed into a national report at the end of each cycle.  

 
 
 
 
6.5 Reactive Audit Work  
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6.5.1 There is also a provision of 58 days in the Plan for reactive work such as the investigation of allegations of fraud or 

irregularity, and this has not been utilised during this quarter. 
 
6.6 Fraud Protocol Framework  
 
6.6.1 All fraud protocols within the Protocol Framework are up to date, having been approved by the Audit and Governance 

Committee at its meeting on 24 November 2021. Merseytravel approval was not required as the updates were minor in 
nature. 
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7.  Quality Assurance and Improvement Programme 
 
7.1 Performance Update 
 
7.1.1 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) require that the service maintains a Quality Assurance and Improvement 

Programme (QAIP) which includes a series of performance measures and associated targets.  
 
7.1.2 Performance measures defined in the QAIP are also included within the Internal Audit Service Plan and are thus reported to 

senior management in accordance with the corporate quarterly performance reporting process. This provides senior 
management oversight and scrutiny of performance and of any remedial actions required to meet identified targets.  

  
7.1.3 Table 9 below details the performance measures and the results for the period: 
 

Description and Purpose Target Actual Variance and Explanation 

Compliance with Public Sector Internal Audit 
Standards (PSIAS) 
This measures the extent to which the Internal Audit 
Service complies with the requirements set out in the 
Standards and the Local Government Application Note. 

100% 100% No variance 
The result of the external assessment (August 2021) details 
that the service fully complies with the Public Sector 
Internal Audit Standards.  The annual internal self-
assessment has also been completed and this confirms 
continued compliance (see s8.2 of this report). 

Percentage of recommendations implemented within 
a reasonable timescale 
This measures the extent to which managers feel that the 
recommendations made are appropriate and valuable in 
strengthening the control environment and also provides 
the Board with a view on how effective management 
action is in responding to recommendations. 

100% 100% No variance 
There are no concerns in respect of recommendations made 
in 2021-22 and 2022-23 to date. 

Percentage of client survey responses indicating a 
"very good" or "good" opinion 
This measures the feedback received on the service 
provided and seeks to provide assurance that Internal 
Auditors conduct their duties in a professional manner. 

100% 100% No variance 
Feedback positive although response levels are low. 

Percentage of annual senior management survey 
responses indicating satisfaction with the Internal 

100% N/A Not applicable 
The annual survey is undertaken in Q4. 
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Description and Purpose Target Actual Variance and Explanation 

Audit service provided 
This measures the feedback received from Directors and 
Heads of Service on the service provided and seeks to 
provide assurance that Internal Audit is adding value at a 
strategic level. 

 

       Table 9                                          

 
7.2 Resources 
 
7.2.1 During the quarter, the grant claim review function, which has historically been undertaken by Internal Audit, was relocated to 

the Finance team. This issue was raised by the external assessment in relation to Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
compliance, and this affirmation of internal audit independence, as well as the impact on the resources of the team are 
greatly positive. 
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8. Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) 

 
8.1 External Assessment 

 
8.1.1 It is a requirement of the PSIAS that the service must be subject to an external assessment of its compliance with the 

Standards every five years. The service was subject to such an external assessment (peer review validation of self-
assessment) against the requirements of the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) in August 2021.  

 
8.1.2 It was reported to the November Committee meeting that the final report has now been received and this details that the 

outcome of this assessment was that the service fully conforms to the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards.   
 

8.1.3 The recommendations arising from the review, and the associated progress being made to address these, are shown in 

Table 10. All recommendations have been completed: 

      

Ref Action Implementation 
Due Date 

Progress Update 

1100 1. Internal audit should be removed from the grant 
awarding process  
 
Medium priority 
 
At the time of the EQA, Internal Audit were required to 
audit every grant the CA intends to make to external 
organisations prior to the grant payment being made. This 
effectively makes Internal Audit part of the grant awarding 
process and is therefore a potential impairment to their 
independence and objectivity. The CA‟s management 
should review this arrangement and find a solution that 
removes Internal Audit from the grant awarding process, 
ideally by relocating this activity to another part of the 
Authority. 

March 2022 Completed.  Handover took place on 31-8-22. 
 

2400 2. Prepare formal service level agreements for the April 2022 Completed 
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Ref Action Implementation 
Due Date 

Progress Update 

two external companies  
 
Low priority 
 
The Service should enter into formal service level 
agreements with the Beatles Story and the Local 
Enterprise Partnership for the internal audit services 
provided to them. 
 

 
Service Level Agreements are in place with both entities. 
 

1100 3. Consider reporting to the senior leadership teams 
on a regular basis  
 
Advisory 
 
It is good practice to report regularly to the Executive 
Leadership Team, not only to discuss progress on 
delivering the audit plan, but to also have a regular 
dialogue on other matters such as corporate issues and 
emerging risks where input from Internal Audit would 
benefit the organisations in achieving their objectives and 
identifying organisation wide issues and risks that could 
be considered for inclusion in the audit plan. 
 

November 2021 Completed 
 
Recommendation agreed.  Quarterly attendances at ELT 
to discuss delivery of the audit plan and related issues 
commenced in November 2021. 
 
Recommendation completed, quarterly ELT attendances 
to present the Internal Audit Update commenced in 
November 2021. 

1100 4. Consider introducing an annual conformation 
statement to supplement the declarations of interest 
returns 
 
Advisory 
 
It is becoming good practice in local authority internal 
audit services to enhance their annual declarations of 
interest returns by introducing or including a statement for 
internal audit staff to sign to confirm that they have read 
and understood the PSIAS, the core principles for the 
professional practice of internal auditing, the code of 

Q4 2021-22 and 
annually thereafter 

Completed 
 
Recommendation agreed. A statement for the 
acceptance of the various ethical standards will be 
drafted and all audit staff will be required to complete this 
on an annual basis. This will follow a refresher session 
with the team on ethics. 
 
Refresher session undertaken in March 2022 Team 
Meeting and declarations completed by all staff. 
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Ref Action Implementation 
Due Date 

Progress Update 

ethics, and the seven principles of public life (the Nolan 
Principles). The HoIA may wish to consider introducing 
such a statement. 

Table 10 

8.2 Internal Self – Assessment 

8.2.1 In accordance with the Standards, an annual self-assessment must be completed to assess the compliance of the service 

with the Standards, so as to assess the impact of any changes to working practices, or indeed any changes to the Standards 

themselves.  

8.2.2 The Standards have not changed since the external assessment was carried out in August 2021. The self-assessment has 

been updated however, to reflect the revised arrangements arising from the recent removal of the Audit, Risk and 

Governance Board from Merseytravel. 

8.2.3 The results of the self- assessment were that the service is assessed as continuing to be being fully compliant with the 

Standards.   
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Appendix A: Internal Audit Plan 2022-23 Status Update 
 

  

Auditable Area LCRCA Merseytravel
Organisational Risk 

Opinion
Status

CORE

IT Application Control  - Docustore Y Completed

IT Application Control  - In-Form Y Commenced

Business Continuity Management Y

Staffing & Capacity Y

Payroll Y

Key Financial Systems - VAT Y Draft Report

Key Financial Systems - Treasury Management Y Draft Report

Annual Governance Review Y

Risk Management Y

Environment, Energy and Net Zero Y Mgmt Review

Procurement Y

Proactive Counter-Fraud Y

Performance Management - Data Quality Y Commenced

Programme / Project Assurance - Delivery Boards Y

Financial Sustainability Y

City Region Sustainable Transport Settlement Y Draft Report

Investment Schemes / Assurance Frameworks Y

Capital Schemes Y Y

Rolling Stock Y

Transport Operators Y

ICT Technical Audit Y

RESPONSIVE

Bus Reform Y Draft Report

Corporate Governance - Gifts, Hospitality & Declarations of Interest Y Completed

Data Management Y

Equality Y

Government Funding Y

Grant Assurance Y Ongoing

Health, Safety and Wellbeing Y

HR Operations and Systems Y

Programme / Project / Contract Management - Freeport Y Commenced

Stakeholder Engagement, Communications and Reputation Management Y

Supply Chain Management - Know Your Customer Y Commenced

Monitoring & Evaluation Indicator Framework Y Completed

PCI DSS Compliance - Procedural not IT Y Commenced

Money Laundering Y Commenced

Housing Programmes - Retrofit, Sustainable Warmth etc. Y Commenced

Adult Education Budget Y Commenced
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Appendix B: Organisational Risk Opinions and Recommendation Priority 
Levels 

 

Organisational Risk Opinions 
 

Recommendation Priority Levels 

 

Major 
The risks identified in the review could, if they materialised, 
have a major impact on the organisation as a whole. 
 

 

Moderate 
The risks identified in the review could, if they materialised, 
have a moderate impact on the organisation as a whole. 
 

 

Minor 
The risks identified in the review could, if they materialised, 
have a minor impact on the organisation as a whole. 
 

 

Negligible 
No risks were identified within the review. 
  

 

 

High 
The recommendation is essential to the management of risk 
within the area under review.   
 

 

Medium  
The recommendation is important to the management of risk 
within the area under review.   
 

 

Advisory  
The recommendation is a suggestion intended to enhance 
the existing management of risk within the area under 
review. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


